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Abstract
Introduction: This paper uses a dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) to improve the voltage quality from voltage sags.
It is difficult to satisfy various of compensation quality and time of the voltage sag by using single compensation
method. Furthermore, high-power consumption of the phase jump compensation increases the size and cost of a
dynamic voltage restorer (DVR).
Methods & Results: In order to improve the compensating efficiency of DVR, an optimized compensation strategy
is proposed for voltage sag of micro-grid caused by interconnection and sensitive loads. The proposed
compensation strategy increases the supporting time for long voltage sags.
Discussion: Firstly, the power flow and the maximum compensation time of DVR are analyzed using three basic
compensation strategies. Then, the phase jump is corrected by pre-sag compensation. And a quadratic transition
curve, which involves the injected voltage phases of pre-sag strategy and minimum energy strategy, is used to
transform pre-sag compensation to minimum energy compensation of DVR.
Conclusions: The transition utilizes the storage system to reduce the rate of discharge. As a result, the proposed
strategy increases the supporting time for long voltage sags. The analytical study shows that the presented method
significantly increases compensation time of DVR. The simulation results performed by MATLAB/SIMULINK also
confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Keywords: Micro-grid, Voltage sag, Dynamic voltage restorer, Compensation time, Optimized compensation
strategy

Introduction
Since micro grid can integrate various kinds of renewable
energy resources, it has been widely investigated in recent
years [1]. However, there also exists some power quality
problems that cannot be ignored, such as voltage sag,
swell, and harmonic [2]. Furthermore, micro grid contains
a variety of powers, sensitive loads and non-linear power
electronic devices. As a result, the frequent start-up and
shutdown operation of renewable power generators will
lead to voltage fluctuations, especially sag. The voltage sag
can damage the power quality, may even cause huge economic losses [3]. To improve and manage the power quality of micro grid, the flexible alternating current
transmission technology (FACT) has been introduced,
such as SVC, D - STATCOM, DVR and UPQC [4–6].
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Among these devices, DVR is one of the most powerful
apparatus that can protect voltage-sensitive equipment
from voltage sag, swell and flicker. In some cases, it can
also suppress the voltage harmonics and unbalanced
three-phase voltage effectively [7].
DVR needs some power exchange when it is used in
compensation. In order to reduce power exchange during
the effective compensation of voltage drop, the compensation strategy of DVR should be optimized [8]. The present
research and application of DVR compensation strategies
for voltage sag are pre-sag compensation, in-phase compensation and the minimum energy compensation [9–12].
In-phase compensation method can compensate the sagged
voltage with minimum amplitude [9]. The minimum energy method adjusts the injected active and reactive power
of DVR to reduce consumption of the dc stored energy
[13]. However, both can’t correct the phase jump, even lead
to trip of sensitive loads. The pre-sag compensation can
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fully restore the amplitude and phase angle of the sagged
load voltage [14]. Though pre-sag compensation can guarantee the continuity of grid voltage, the compensation of
phase jump needs a large amount of active power in an energy storage system.
Taking advantage of three basic compensation strategies,
some comprehensive compensation strategies [15, 16] were
proposed. The comprehensive strategy of pre-sag and inphase compensation [15] reduced the injected voltage
while extending compensation time, but it sustainably used
the energy of dc unit. The control that combined pre-sag
method and minimal energy method [16] were lacked of
the time control though it made good use of dc energy. To
avoid these drawbacks, an optimized strategy based on the
strategy of paper [16] is discussed in this paper. Firstly, the
DVR compensating voltage and power flow for three basic
strategies is analyzed and the maximum compensation
time is derived from the analysis. Then, pre-sag strategy is
used to correct phase jump at the beginning of compensating. According to a quadratic transition curve, the injected
phase angle varied from pre-sag to the minimum energy
compensation is rotated in multi-step. The rest process is
completed by the minimum energy strategy. Owing to the
introduction of the transition process, the compensation
time of the comprehensive strategy is significantly increased. The performance of the proposed method is validated by using MATLAB/Simulink simulation.

Discussion
Three basic compensation strategies

As shown in Fig. 1, DVR system consists of the capacitor
(storage device), inverter circuit, LC filter circuit, series
transformer. When the voltage sag happens in grid, the dc
voltage in energy storage system is converted to ac voltage
by the inverter. Then, the ac voltage with a certain amplitude and phase is injected into grid feeder through filter
and transformer to restore the sagged load voltage. These
operations ensure normal operation of sensitive loads.
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As shown in Fig. 2, phase diagrams are applied to
analyze characteristics of three basic compensation
methods. The Fig. 2(a) shows the in-phase compensation, the Fig. 2(b) and 2(c) shows the minimum energy
compensation. The Fig. 2(d) shows the pre-sag compensation. The amplitude and phase angle of DVR compensating voltage are given in the diagrams respectively. In
Fig. 2, UG and US are the system voltages before and
after the sag, UL and UA are the load voltages before and
after the sag, UDVR is the DVR output compensating
voltage, PDVR and QDVR are the DVR active and reactive
power injected to system, δ is the phase jump of sagged
voltage, θL is the angle of load power factor. IL is the
load current which is set as the reference vector. ΔU is
set as voltage sag depth, so ΔU = (UL-US)/UL.
In-phase compensation

For in-phase compensation strategy, the DVR compensating voltage has the same phase with the sagged grid voltage.
The amplitude of compensating voltage is equal to the difference between the reference voltage of load and the grid
voltage (shown in Fig. 2(a)). This compensation strategy
only needs to measure instantaneous voltage in the grid, so
it has high speed. Though DVR injects the minimum compensating voltage amplitude, it cannot correct phase jump
of voltage sag. In this case, it may lead to interruption of
load voltage. The DVR compensating voltage amplitude
and phase angle injected to the power system are:
rﬃﬃﬃ
2
U DV R ¼
ð1Þ
U L ΔU
3
∠U DV R ¼ θL
Minimum energy compensation

In reactive power compensation, the injected voltage of
DVR is orthogonal to load current. This strategy only provides reactive power to compensate voltage sag without
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Fig. 1 Topology of DVR
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active power consumption. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the DVR
injected voltage amplitude and phase in the system are:
rﬃﬃﬃ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
U L 1−2ð1−ΔU Þ cosðα þ δ Þ þ ð1−ΔU Þ2
U DV R ¼
3
ð3Þ
∠U DV R ¼

π
2

ð4Þ

where α is the phase change caused by DVR reactive compensation. The maximum sag depth in reactive power compensation, ΔUmax, is closely related to the load power factor:
ΔU max ≤ð1− cosθL Þ

ð5Þ

When the sagged voltage of grid US is in phase with
load current IL, the compensating voltage reaches the
maximum value, i.e:
U max ¼

US
sinθL
1−ΔU max

ð6Þ

When the voltage sag depth is over the boundary of
Eq. (5), DVR must inject some active power into the system
of grid to maintain compensation. In this situation, the minimum energy method is put forward to enhance the performance of reactive power compensation. As shown in Fig. 2(c),
the amplitude and phase of DVR injected voltage are:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃqﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
U DV R ¼
U L 1−2ð1−ΔU Þ cosθL þ ð1−ΔU Þ2 ð7Þ
3


U L sinθL
ð8Þ
∠U DV R ¼ tan−1
U L cosθL −U S
Pre-sag compensation

When the voltage sag happens in the grid system, the
phase jump often accompanies with the decrease of voltage amplitude. These methods mentioned above can’t
compensate the phase jump. Pre-sag compensation ensures that the amplitude and phase of compensating voltage are completely in accord with the pre-sag voltage.
However, the storage device has to provide abundant energy in pre-sag compensation. As shown in Fig. 2(d), the
amplitude and phase of DVR injected voltage are:
rﬃﬃﬃ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
U DV R ¼
U L 1−2ð1−ΔU Þ cosδ þ ð1−ΔU Þ2
ð9Þ
3


−1 U L sinθ L −U L sinðθ L þ δ Þ
ð10Þ
∠U DV R ¼ tan
U L cosθL −U S cosðθL þ δ Þ
Fig. 2 Phasor diagram for three basic compensation Strategies

Control requirements

The DVR active power injected to the system is equal to
the difference between the active power in the grid and
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load. From Fig. 2(a), (c) and (d), the active power of presag compensation (Ppre), in-phase compensation (Pin-phase)
and the minimum energy compensation (Popt) can be
expressed as:
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ppre ¼ 3U L I L ð cosθL −ð1−ΔU Þ cosðθL −δ ÞÞ
ð11Þ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Pin−phase ¼ 3U L I L ΔU cosθL
ð12Þ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð13Þ
Popt ¼ 3U L I L ð cosθL −1 þ ΔU Þ
The relation between the DVR active power and other
variables (sag depth, phase jump, the load power factor)
can be obtained from the three equations. It can be seen
that the pre-sag strategy has the highest power consumption among three compensation methods. The operations of the pre-sag compensation require a plenty of
energy in dc energy-storage capacitor. In practice, the
energy storage of DVR is limited. When the output
power reaches a threshold, the compensating voltage will
drop. In order to ensure appropriate operations of DVR,
it should be satisfied:
U DV R mi max U dc
≤
nt
2

ð14Þ

ð15Þ

After a period of time Δt, the value of voltage in dc
container decreases from Udc to Udcf. The variation of
voltage is ΔUdc. The final energy stored in the capacitor
at this time is:
1
W dcf ¼ C dc U 2dcf
2

ð16Þ

During Δt, the total active power provided by capacitor in steady state is:
W dc −W dcf
1
d
¼ C dc U 2dc
Δt
2 ! dt
U 2dc −U 2dcf
1
¼ C dc
Δt
2

output active power is also limited by the capacity of dc
capacitor and the minimal dc voltage, which is sufficient
for a proper restoration of the load voltage. In addition,
the dc voltage gradient dUdc/dt is proportional to the
DVR injected active power PDVR directly. The less PDVR
is, the smaller the slope of dc voltage is. Hence, the
compensating time is extended. It can be known that
improving the rate of dc voltage drop can prolong the
compensation time.
According to Eq. (14) and Eq. (17), the maximum
compensation time can be expressed as:

C
t max ¼



DV R
U 2dc − m2U
i max nt

2 

2  PDV R

ð18Þ

The maximum compensation time tmax directly reflects the utilization level of stored energy in dc
capacitor.

Methods
The optimized compensation strategy

where nt is the turns ratio of series transformer, mimax is
the maximum modulation index of the DVR inverter,
Udc is the DVR dc voltage. Once the dc voltage decreases to the minimum threshold value, that is, over
the boundary in Eq. (14), DVR will stop compensating
process to avoid harmonic pollution of load voltage. The
initial energy stored in dc capacitor is:
1
W dc ¼ C dc U 2dc
2
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Pdc ¼

ð17Þ

In an ideal system, the DVR dc power in Eq. (11) is
equal to the ac power in Eq. (17), so the capacity of capacitor C can be obtained from the relation. However, the
dc voltage will decrease with the flow of power, so as the
output compensating voltage. Accordingly, the DVR

The dc voltage gradient is controlled by adjusting the
magnitude of DVR injected active power to extend the
DVR compensating time. Firstly, pre-sag compensation
is used to restore the amplitude and phase angle of
sagged voltage. Then a transition process is introduced
to shift pre-sag strategy to the minimum energy strategy
gradually. The transition avoids direct jump of phase
angle at running point. This process is usually implemented in one to two cycles, and the sagged voltage can
be restored to stabilization in a short time. The compensating control process is described in detail as follows.
The pre-sag compensation

In order to reduce the voltage distortions at the load
side, the sagged voltage should be restored to the normal
value by the pre-sag compensation. After a certain time,
the modulation index will increase as a result of discharging of the dc capacitor. If there is no sufficient energy
to support the compensation, DVR will not be able to
compensate properly. Therefore, as soon as a certain
modulation index is reached, a smooth transition from
pre-sag compensation to the minimum energy compensation is initiated to reduce consumption of energy.
To detect phase jump, two phase lock loops (PLLs)
are adopted at the load side and the grid side respectively. Once the voltage sag is detected, the initial
injected angle of DVR should be determined to compensate the load phase jump. On one hand, the pre-sag voltage angle is locked by freezing the PLL at the load side.
On the other hand, the phase angle of the sagged grid
voltage is locked through the PLL at the grid side. The
two angles are equal when the system is steady. When
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the sag happens, the difference between the two phases
is equal to the phase angle jump of sagged voltage.
Hence, the initial phase angle of DVR injected into the
system is:
θfirst ¼ tan

−1




U L sinθL −U s sinðθL þ δ Þ
U L cosθL −U s cosðθL þ δ Þ

ð19Þ

The voltage sag can be detected according to space
vector method. Therefore, the sag depth is regarded as
the absolute difference between the load reference voltage (1p.u.) and the actual grid voltage (p.u.). Under the
synchronous reference frame, the sag depth can be
expressed as:
ΔU ¼ 1−

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
U 2Gd þ U 2Gq

ð20Þ
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The operation process

In Fig. 3, Phase diagrams of the compound control strategy are given. Figure 3(a) shows the voltage amplitude and
phase of the pre-sag strategy, and 3(c) shows the voltage
amplitude and phase of the minimum energy strategy,
(3b) shows the transition process. As shown in Fig. 3, the
sag depth is over the limit in Eq. (5), and it produces a
positive phase jump with voltage sag. Here, pre-sag strategy is used to recover the amplitude and phase of the
sagged voltage. Once the dc voltage or the modulation
index reaches the limited value, a transition process is introduced to avoid direct phase jump at the operating
point. The compensating voltage will be gradually transformed to the value of the minimum energy compensation. In the transition process, the reactive power of DVR
increases gradually, so as the amplitude and phase angle

The transition process

After the sagged voltage recovers to normal, pre-sag
compensation will be smoothly transformed to the minimum energy compensation in one to two cycles.
From section 1.2, it can be known that the minimum
energy method works in two situations. For shallow sag,
DVR will make reactive power compensation, in which
DVR works in self-supporting mode. It hardly absorbs
active power from the grid, or only consumes a little active power to overcome losses in system and maintain
the constant voltage in dc capacitor. For deep sag, DVR
must carry on the minimum energy compensation. DVR
will inject a certain amount of active power to grid, so
the energy and voltage in the capacitor will be reduced.
In order to maintain the needed output voltage of the
inverter, the modulation index will increase until it
reaches the maximum value in Eq. (14). Hence, the final
injected angle of DVR θfinal is:

θfinal

8π
>
ΔU≤ð1− cosθL Þ
< þ ε;
2


¼
U L sinθL
>
: π− tan−1
; ΔU > ð1− cosθL Þ
U L cosθL −U S
ð21Þ

where ε is the angle change caused by component loss,
which can be obtained by PI controller.
The smooth transition of the load voltage will be done
by a quadratic function curve to reduce the influence of
phase jump to sensitive loads. The curve between the
initial and terminal phase is given as:
θtran ¼

θfirst −θfinal
ðt−Δt tran Þ2 þ θfinal
Δt tran 2

where Δttran is the transitional time.

ð22Þ
Fig. 3 Phase diagrams for the compound control strategy

The DVR maximum compensation time/cycle
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of the compensating voltage. Finally, the Upre-sag reaches
to UA-opt.
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Fig. 4 The maximum compensation time for different methods

As mentioned above, the maximum compensation time
plays an important role in reflecting the performance of
DVR. It is directly connected to the amount of energy
needed for the compensation and the needed capacitance.
Based on the mentioned analytic equations, a comparative
study is presented to compare the DVR maximum compensating time for different sags and jump phases by using
the mentioned strategies (i.e. pre-sag strategy, in-phase
strategy, and the proposed strategy.).
As shown in Fig. 1, a medium-voltage DVR system
connected with a constant DC-link capacitor. In this system, the nominal grid voltage is 380 V, the apparent load
power is 9kVA, the turn ratio is 1, the maximum modulation index is set as 1, the power factor is kept at 0.7
(lag), the phase jump is 45° (positive) with a 50 % given
sag depth, and the line frequency is 50Hz while the cycle
is 20 ms. Then the obtained capacitance of dc link is
7mF. Using Eq. (1), (12), (7), (13), (9), (11) and (18), As
shown in Fig. 4, the maximum compensation time for
the proposed strategy, in-phase compensation and presag compensation in different situation are compared.
Figure 4(a) shows the maximum compensation time of
different strategies with the change of sag depth. When
the sag depth is given, Fig. 4(b) shows the maximum
time with respect to the different jump angles by using
different compensation strategies.

Fig. 5 Diagrams of comprehensive control strategy for DVR. a Phase jump detection control diagram. b The minimum energy method
control block

Network voltage/p.u.
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Simulation study
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Qdvr

Pdvr

The simulation complete setup is depicted in Fig. 1. The
block diagrams of the comprehensive compensation
strategy for DVR are shown in Fig. 5 in detail. Take a
380 V radial micro grid as an example, the sensitive
loads is set as R-L loads. Three phase symmetrical voltage drop with 40 % sag depth happens in the grid.
Among it, the phase jump is considered as 25°. The frequency is 50Hz, so the cycle is 20 ms. The rest parameters of DVR are the same as that mentioned in section 4.
According to Eq. (20), the voltage sag in grid is monitored
by logical unit. Control system includes two sub-modules,
one is the calculation of the injected initial angle and final
angle of DVR, and another is the transition to the minimum
energy compensation. The line current, which is acted as a
reference, can be gotten from PLL to realize the decoupling
control of active and reactive power. For the phase angle detection module, PLL is used to calculate the DVR initial angle
of pre-sag compensation and the final angle of the minimum
energy compensation. After the transition, the reference voltage is given by the minimum energy module, i.e. U*L-abc = Uopt.
The reference voltage U*DVR is generated by DVR. U*DVR is
compared with the actual voltage UDVR in the stationary reference frame. The difference of UDVR and U*DVR is tracked by
the PI controller accurately. A feed forward control with gain
is added to compensate the loss of DVR system.

0.4
0.2
0
0.05

Simulation result
0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

Time/s

(d)
Fig. 6 Simulation results for 40 % sag depth

The sag depth is varied from 10 % to 80 % of the rated
voltage. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the proposed method has
the longest supporting time among three strategies at the
same sag depth. Taking 50 % sag depth for example, the
compensation time of the in-phase compensation is longer than that of the pre-sag compensation. The proposed
method further increases the compensation time to 20 cycles based on in-phase compensation. When the sag depth
is lower than 30 %, the proposed strategy works in the
self-supporting mode. The minimize utilization of dc active power makes the slowest discharge of capacitor rate
among three compensation methods, so the compensation
time can be infinitely prolonged. Figure 4(b) depicts that
the phase jump is varied from -60° to 60° for a 50 % sag
depth when other conditions don’t change. The compensating time of in-phase compensation and the proposed
compensation have no obvious fluctuation with the
change of phase jump, while pre-sag compensation is opposite. The proposed strategy has the longest compensation time among three strategies.

The Δttran in transition is taken as 40 ms. From these, it can
be obtained that the DVR initial injected angle is 16° while
the final angle is 81.5°. The simulation results are given in
Fig. 6. Figure 6(a) shows the voltage sag happens at 0.1s.
Figure 6(b) shows the amplitude and phase of load voltage
return to normal after the recovery of DVR. Figure 6(c)
shows the injected voltage of DVR during the sag. Figure
6(d) shows the power change of DVR during compensation.
As shown in Fig. 6, the sag depth was 40 %, and the
start time of sag was 0.1 s. The DVR injected voltage
and power were shown in the last two graphs of Fig. 6.
In the power graph, it was noticed that DVR injected a
large number of active power to compensate the phase
jump in first cycle of initial stage. After two cycles, presag compensation was gradually shifted to the minimum
energy compensation mode. Accordingly, the injected
voltage made a smooth transition, which can be seen
from the third graph. In the last process, the injected
active power was gradually reduced and became steady.
After the recovery by DVR, the amplitude and phase of
load voltage returned to normal.

Conclusion
To manage the power quality in a micro grid, an optimized
compensation strategy of DVR has been proposed based
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on three basic strategies in the paper. The proposed strategy protects sensitive loads against the grid voltage sags accompanied with the phase jump. At the beginning of
voltage sag, pre-sag compensation is adopted to detect and
compensate phase jump. The full compensation of voltage
amplitude and phase is achieved. After two cycles, pre-sag
compensation is shifted to the minimum energy compensation to reduce the consumption of DVR active power.
To mitigate the influence of phase jump on sensitive loads,
the voltage phase is converted smoothly according to a
quadratic transition curve. Although the presented method
has good compensation effects to three-phase symmetrical
voltage sags with different characteristics, a more accurate
mathematical model needs to be established for unbalanced three-phase voltage drop. Furthermore, the compensation time of DVR under pre-sag compensation can be
significantly increased when applying the proposed optimized strategy. In practical application, the proposed
method can meet the efficient and accurate requirements
of DVR.
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